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Trend 14

Couture Blondes
Diamond Activation Technology™

Technique
Starting Point

Pre-lighten hair to a very light blonde level 10
Affinage Professional recommends the use of Infiniti Lite (blue or white)
Powder Lightener

Feature Colour

1 part Infiniti Satin 10.52 + 2 parts Infiniti Satin Activating Crème

Global Toner

1 part Infiniti Toner - Ice + 1.5 parts 3% Infiniti Developer

Steps

1
2

1. Pre-lightened hair to a level 10.
2. Feature colour placement - begin at the front right side, take a section
above the ear following the hairline (see section 1), place 2 diagonal foils
back to back creating a rectangular section, take another foil above the
first towards the top of the head, place back to back.

3
4

3. Take a parallel diagonal section from behind the ear, place
3 woven foils moving toward the top of the head (see section 2).
4. Taking a 3rd diagonal section (see section 3), brick pattern, placement,
apply feature colour in 2 back to back foils creating a rectangular
section.
5. Taking a 4th diagonal section (see section 4), apply the feature colour to a weaved slice directly behind
section 3. Process for 10 minutes.
6. When foils have processed for 10 minutes mix and apply global Infiniti Toner - Ice to the remaining
hair. Process for 5 minutes, rinse hair lightly shampoo with White Ice Treatment shampoo & conditioner.

Tip:

The model shown has heavy layering around the front (hairline), if heavy layering is not an option,
consider starting the first section with zig zag placement as apposed to back to back placement for
a softer effect.

Styling: Spray on Sapphire Ice Defender thermal guard then lightly mist using Sapphire Ice Sea Salt

Shopping List

Spray. Blowdry the hair into place, smoothing down fringe section. Once dry team with Sapphire Ice
Sea Salt Wax to create a tousled and texturised look.

Infiniti Permanent &
Toner Ice & Infiniti
Developer 3% & 6%

Infiniti Lite
White/Blue

Infiniti Satin10.52
& Infiniti Satin Activating
Creme

Sapphire Ice
Defender, Sea Salt Spray &
Sea Salt Wax

For technical information or to contact your nearest distributor freecall 1800 804 757
www.affinage.com.au

White Ice
Treatment
Shampoo &
Conditioner

